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Abstract 

 

Geothermal energy from sedimentary basins has emerging possibilities that speak to both a new future for sedimentary sciences and a new and 

important role for sediments in the emerging market for renewable energy. These opportunities, however, are not necessarily linked or limited 

to conventional views of geothermal energy extraction. This is the primary finding of the SedHeat initiative. The SedHeat initiative is a 

Research Coordination Network funded by the National Science Foundation to explore the potential for sustainable geothermal energy from 

sedimentary basins. The network includes over 300 members from academia and industry dedicated to identifying and overcoming the 

challenges for economic extraction of geothermal energy from sedimentary basins. The group spans the fields of geology, engineering, 

economics, social sciences, and education.  

 

The group has come to some conclusions over the span of its current six years. First, conventional geothermal power extraction is now possible 

from sedimentary basins because of new technologies in heat-to-electric conversion. Most conventional geothermal energy depends on flash 

steam power, which depends on very high heat levels that are rare in sedimentary basins. The newer Rankin-cycle generators are able to run 

fluids with temperatures below 200 degrees Celsius, temperatures more common in sedimentary basins. They can do so at the current margins 

of economic viability, and are becoming increasingly competitive. Second, much of the domestic and commercial energy consumed is used to 

heat spaces and fluids. Upscaling of direct heating systems to manage large infrastructure from large-flow and deep-basin wells is already 

initiating and has promise for future expansion. Third, the Earth is a good battery. Growth of renewables like solar and wind energy are 

severely hampered by their intermittent nature. Their future use depends on megawatt-scale energy storage systems that thus far have not 

emerged. Coupling of geothermal and solar systems is an encouraging solution. Solar energy is stored in deep sedimentary basins through 

injection of water superheated by thermal solar systems. The heat is later retrieved as stored base-load geothermal energy. The marginal lower 

heat of most sedimentary-basin geothermal systems is spiked for maximum output. The solar lost to non-demand periods is smoothed into peak 

demand times. Two problems with two renewables are solved by linking them together. Each of these options can be applied by expanding 

existing technologies. Each addresses the push for carbon-neutral energy and gives sedimentary science a large space to occupy in the 

emerging global renewables market. These speaks to a deep relevance of sedimentary basins and sedimentary science in a currently emerging 

future. 
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Abstract:
Geothermal energy from sedimentary basins has emerging possibilities that speak to both a 
new future for sedimentary sciences and a new and important role for sediments in the 
emerging market for renewable energy.  These opportunities however are not necessarily 
linked or limited to conventional views of geothermal energy extraction.  This is the primary 
finding of the SedHeat initiative.  The SedHeat initiative is a Research Coordination Network 
funded by the National Science Foundation to explore the potential for sustainable 
geothermal energy from sedimentary basins.  The network includes over 300 members from 
academia and industry dedicated to identifying and overcoming the challenges for economic 
extraction of geothermal energy from sedimentary basins.  The group spans the fields of 
geology, engineering, economics, social sciences, and education.  The group has come to 
some conclusions over the span of its current six years.  First, conventional geothermal power 
extraction is now possible from sedimentary basins because of new technologies in heat-to-
electric conversion.  Most conventional geothermal energy depends on flash steam power, 
which depends on very high heat levels that are rare in sedimentary basins.  The newer 
Rankin-cycle generators are able to run fluids with temperatures below 200 degrees Celsius, 
temperatures more common in sedimentary basins.  They can do so at the current margins of 
economic viability, and are becoming increasingly competitive.  Second, much of the domestic 
and commercial energy consumed is used to heat spaces and fluids.  Upscaling of direct 
heating systems to manage large infrastructure from large-flow and deep-basin wells is 
already initiating and has promise for future expansion.  Third, the Earth is a good battery.  
Growth of renewables like solar and wind energy are severely hampered by their intermittent 
nature.  Their future use depends on megawatt-scale energy storage systems that thusfar
have not emerged.  Coupling of geothermal and solar systems is an encouraging solution.  
Solar energy is stored in deep sedimentary basins through injection of water superheated by 
thermal solar systems.  The heat is later retrieved as stored base-load geothermal energy.  
The marginal lower heat of most sedimentary-basin geothermal systems is spiked for 
maximum output.  The solar lost to non-demand periods is smoothed into peak demand 
times.  Two problems with two renewables are solved by linking them together.  Each of these 
options can be applied by expanding existing technologies.  Each addresses the push for 
carbon-neutral energy and gives sedimentary science a large space to occupy in the emerging 
global renewables market.  These speaks to a deep relevance of sedimentary basins and 
sedimentary science in a currently emerging future.
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C.O. Joe Moore

Take a Flyer!
Read more about the Challenge

Category of Resource Thermal Energy, in Exajoules (1EJ = 1018J) Reference
Conduction-dominated EGS
Sedimentary rock formations 100,000 MIT, 2006

Crystalline basement rock formations 13,300,000 MIT, 2006

Supercritical Volcanic Systems 74100 excludes Yellowstone NP, Hawaii USGS Circular 790

Hydrothermal 2,400 – 9,600 USGS Circular 726 and 790

Coproduced ( oil field) fluids 0,0944 – 0,4510 McKenna, et al. (2005)

Geopressured systems 71,000 – 170,000 (includes methane) USGS Circular 726 and 790

Economic c SedheatEconomicc edheatSe
0.5 barrels/sec at 150C
(80 l/sec at 150C for 5MWe; MIT Panel, 2005)

The Future

Geothermal as Power Storage?

Economicc edheatSe
Typical Injection well at about 100Cyyyyyppppp jjjjj
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Solar Base Load!!
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The Resource
How Much Power is there in SEDHEAT?

The Need
How Much Power do we use?

The Resource
How Much Heat is there?

US Power useage is ~100 EJ/~100 quad BTU

Learn More
Slide 2
-The SEDHEAT Challenges
Slide 3
-How Much Power Do We Use?
Slide 4 & 5 Profit from Wastewater
- Co-Producing From Your Well?
-Geothermal as Power Storage 
and the Way Forward

1000 years of heat in sedim
entary basins



Category of Resource Thermal Energy, in Exajoules (1EJ = 1018J) Reference
Conduction-dominated EGS
Sedimentary rock formations 100,000 MIT, 2006

Crystalline basement rock formations 13,300,000 MIT, 2006

Supercritical Volcanic Systems 74100 excludes Yellowstone NP, Hawaii USGS Circular 790

Hydrothermal 2,400 – 9,600 USGS Circular 726 and 790

Coproduced ( oil field) fluids 0,0944 – 0,4510 McKenna, et al. (2005)

Geopressured systems 71,000 – 170,000 (includes methane) USGS Circular 726 and 790

C.O Rick Allis

C.O Rick Allis

Hurdles! 

6.29 bbl/m3

(Hornbach, et al., 2016)

Wise County, The Birthplace of the Shalele-e-Gas Revolution!

Production Horizon

Wastewater Injection Horizon
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t The Geothermal Difference?  Extraction During Injection
Where are the MegaWatt Geothermal Plants?

Got Alotta Sedimentary Basins
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The SEDHEAT Challenges
The Cost Challenge

The Water Challenge
The Seismic Hazard Challenge

The Resource Challenge

Challenges! 
There is enough heat but it is a little low for production in most places.  About 100-150 C is optimal for traditional geothermal but well temps at high porosity are usually about 80-100C.

We commonly inject and often extract the needed flow rates of 
~0.5 barrels per second already

Costs vs return means wells must rarely miss and pay of over long periods



https://www.iea.org/weo2017/

International Energy Agency

https://yearbook.enerdata.net/total-energy/world-consumption-statistics.html

World Energy by 

Use and Change

http://www.ipcc.ch/report/srren/SRREN_figures/SPM/SRREN_SPM02_v02_20110217_ks.png

World Renewable Use and Projections

Where Does it go?
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How Much Power Do We Use?

~14% of Electric

~12% of Electric

Up to ~0.08 of Electric Replacement 

~0.25 of Geothermal Energy

Space 

Heating
An Electron Saved 
is and Electron 
Earned



Electricity from Heat

The Loww-w-Heat Challenger

Turbines s -- The e Reigning Champs

Low Heat Power

https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20

090604005254/en/ElectraTherm-Green-

Machine-Turns-Geothermal-Heat-Electricity

The Green Machine 

Example
(You can Buy This)

<< $0.10/kwh From <100 C
0
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7.46-11.56

11.57-15.67

15.67- 19.77

19.78-23.87

15.67- 19.77

https://www.eia.gov/electricity/state/

U.S. average retail price per kilowatthour is 10.41 cents

What do We 

Pay for 

Power?

Co-Producing From Your Well?

California Energy Commission (CEC) 2007 estimates 

SedHeatat:  Gone from Maybe for Dollars to Surely for Pennies

Rankin cycle turbines can produce heat economically from wast heat from wells.  There are a lot of wells.



Energy Storage in nergy Storage in 
Sedimentary Basin edimentary B
Geothermal eothermal
Resources
August 15-16, 2016 | 
Columbus, OH
Jeff Bielicki and
Tom Buscheck

CO2-Geothermal Bulk Energy Storage System
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(or salt cavern)

Energy Sustainability Research Laboratory

Buscheck, T., Bielicki, J., et al. (2016). “Multi-Fluid Geo-Energy 

Systems: Using Geologic CO2 Storage for Geothermal Energy 

Production and Grid-Scale Energy Storage in Sedimentary 

Basins.” Geosphere, 12(3), 1-19.

Earth Battery

Incubator 

Workshop 

2016

(Sanyal and Butler, 2010)

150 F Solar Spike

7.5 X Increase!

Coupled Coupled 
Geothermal Geotherma
Systems?

Stillwater integrates 33 MW of geothermal power with 26.4 MW of solar photovoltaic and 2 MW of 

solar thermal capacity.

Enel Green Power North America’s Stillwater Solar Geothermal Hybrid Project in Fallon, Nevada is a 

first of its kind renewable energy power plant.

http://www.thinkgeoenergy.com/video-enels-stillwater-hybrid-geothermal-solar-plant-in-nevada/

Geothermal Plant

Solar Photovoltaic Plant

Thermal Solar Plant

The Hybrid Plant Model
Stillwater Plant, Fallon, NV

California Power
A Solar Wind With no Sign of Slowing

So Why Does Storage Matter?

The “Duck” Dilemma

12 GW/4hr!

ImportsImport
Gas

EGI, University of Utah

Economic c SedheatEconomicc edheatSe
0.5 barrels/sec at 150C
(80 l/sec at 150C for 5MWe; MIT Panel, 2005)

Convert your Wastewater to a 

Power Plant?

Economicc edheaSe
Typical Injection well at about 100Cyyyyyppppp jjjjj
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Earth Battery

Solar Base Load!!
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Ohio University 

and JPL

Who’s Working on This?

Geothermal as Power Storage 
and the Way Forward

A bold new direction for geothermal is using intermittent solar 
energy to spike heat in any of the many sedimentary with 
marginal heat resources by spiking heat of injectors with 
intermittent solar energy.  The stored heat is then used to 
generate power from geothermal pumping.  This ultimately turns 
intermittent solar energy into more useable baseload energy. 

A bold new direction for geothermal is using intermittent solar
The Sustainable Energy Problem Solved?




